
Rules Amsterdamned 2023

1 ] The standings in a group are determined based on:
- number of points (3 for win of a game, 1 for draw), if equal;
- goals scored minus goals conceded, if equal;
- goals scored, if equal;
- result of direct match between the teams, if equal;
- less bench penalties, if equal;- less bench penalties, if equal;
- draw by the organization
 

2 ]2 ] Tying a game is accepted in the group games but if a game is tied after regular playing time in 
a PLAYOFF game there will be a penalty shootout, starting with 3 shots for each team. If its still 
tied, penalty shooting continues one at a time (in the same order and with the same 3 players that 
has already made one attempt) until one team scores a goal and the other team misses (sudden 
death)
 

3 ]3 ] Playing time is NOT effective. In other words, time will not be stopped when the ball is out of 
play. The Exception is in the final where the last 3 minuts will be effective time. Likewise time-outs 
are not allowed in any game but the final where both team have the right to take one time-out.
 

4 ] If your team has not arrived and/or are not ready to play 5 minutes after the official game start 
you will lose the game 5-0, so please be there on time!

 
5 ]5 ] In the case of teams having the same dress colors, the one listed as the away team in the 
official match schedule is obliged to change shirts.

 
6 ] The games will be played according to official IFF rules if not mentioned otherwise in the above 
rules. This also means according to new changes that the ball can NOT intentionally be passed to 
your own goalkeeper.

 
7 ]7 ] In situations where none of the above rules apply, the organization has the right to decide.

The tournament will be played according to the valid IFF rules with the exception that there will be 
no team timeout in the group matches.


